Spätburgunder 2022
Can You Taste The Pfalz In These Wines?
Dean Wilson, 13-NOV-2022

Germany’s Wine
Germany presently consists of 16 federal states.
Most have rivers as borders.

But wine regions don’t recognize political borders
well, and often straddle both sides of rivers, given
geography, soil, exposure and environmental
conditions. So regions end up spread over state lines.

The top three wine varietals by planted
area are Riesling (23%), Müller-Thurgau
(12%), and Spätburgunder, or Pinot Noir
(11.5%).1
Of these regions, the tiny region of Ahr,
surrounding the tributary of the Rhine, is
reported to produce some of the finest
German Spätburgunder.
Unfortunately, we will not be tasting
these rare gems simply because we found
none available, nearby or online.2
Germany’s “Table Wine” is referred to as
Deutscher Wein [DOYT-cher vine]. But
these don’t leave Germany. They’re not
tested, and have virtually no special requirements, other than an alcohol of 8.5 – 15%.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_wine#Regions
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To obtain wines from the Ahr, consult Crush Wines and Spirits in NYC, - Ulrich Thomann

Golf 19 Rivaner 2021 - Baden

Don’t believe everything you see on the internet:
Drizly.com (on Golf 19 Rivaner):
Great aromatic complexity, scents of violet and cherry mingle with the telltale Aglianico notes of road
tar, tobacco leaves and coffee. Intense fruit concentration, spicy yet smooth. Pairs well with hearty foods
such as stews, spicy sausages or game (Intense, Fruity, Cherry, Medium-bodied)

Müller-Thurgau / Rivaner [REE-va-nar]
Müller-Thurgau, also commonly known as Rivaner, is the second most planted grape in Germany and
accounts for 12% of the total vineyard area with 12, 057 ha in 2018.
It was created in 1882 in Geisenheim by Professor Hermann Müller from Thurgau in Switzerland. It was
long assumed to be a cross between Riesling and Silvaner (hence “Rivaner”), however, this was
disproved by genetic analysis some time ago. The real “parents” are Riesling and Madeleine Royale.
It yields about 30% more than Riesling and ripens quite early - usually in the beginning of the harvest.
While it requires less sun and makes few demands of the climate, it does need more rain than Riesling,
as well as soil with good drainage. 3
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https://www.germanwines.de/knowledge/grape-varieties/white-grapes/mueller-thurgau/

The label shows “Deutscher” (German wine); “Qualitätswein” (Classified and qualified); “Baden” (the
major region the wine is from; and “A.P.Nr. 052 34 22” (the Amtliche Prüfungsnummer, or Official
Approval Number). These will be explained soon. 4

The Bottle:
“Silvaner Bocksbeutel [BOX-boy-tul] (6)
The Bocksbeutel, a rounded flattened flask shape, originated in Germany. The name translates
to “goat’s scrotum,” but is likely a reference to a type of bag used to carry prayer books,
according to The Oxford Companion to Wine, which also notes that the shape emerged in the
18th century in conjunction with Würzburger Steinwein, but became popular in Franken after
World War I. Today, the fanciful shape is used for a number of wines from the E.U., including
silvaner, terlaner, agiorgitiko and a handful of Portuguese wines.” 5
“…reserved in Germany for Franconia’s wine, is seemingly descended from an old flagon or
drinking gourd.
“The bulk of the wine in the pretty flask-shaped Bocksbeutel is decidedly dry by German standards, with something
more like the size and strength of white burgundy.”6
“It is a Trademark now, but goes back to the 1300s when monks used flat bottles filled with wine - which they could
easier hide under their soutane. Only allowed for wine from Franken and adjacent Franken-Baden.”7

Tauberfranken (Region)
Its wines are generally light, uncomplicated, with a flowery bouquet and mild acidity. Müller-Thurgau often carries
a hint of Muscat in its flavor. The wines are best consumed while being fresh and young, at any occasion. Dry
versions are increasingly marketed under the synonym Rivaner. It also makes a delightful fragrant sparkling wine.
Just like Riesling, Müller-Thurgau represents a central part in the history of German wine.
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https://www.germanwineestates.com/understanding_german_wine_labels.htm
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https://punchdrink.com/articles/guide-to-wine-bottles-design/
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The World Atlas of Wine © Hugh Johnson 1971
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Ulrich Thomann

Figure 1 Tauberfranken, shown in the German states of Baden-Wurtemberg and Bayern

Geil Spätburgunder 2019 - Rheinhessen
[COMMENT: All red wines have been breathed since noon – this on the advice of my German wine
acquaintance, Ullrich Thomann]

[From Geil website:]
Spätburgunder trocken, Gutswein
Elegant notes of forest berries. Savory spice and soft tannins unfold on the deep, silken palate. 8
The Rheinhessen is the largest of the 13 German wine regions. Encircled somewhat on the north and east by the
Rhein river, which is the state border between Rheinland-Pfalz and Hessen. The name is a combination of the two
states, which was actually part of Hessen until WWII. Largely producers of Riesling, Müller-Thurgau, Silvaner and
home of Liebfraumilch.
In 2018, Spätburgunder was the 6th most widely planted variety, only 5.5% of Rheinhessen grapes. Dornfelder
dominated red wine at 12.6%. 9
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https://weingut-geil.de/en/weine/gutsweine/rot/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rheinhessen_(wine_region)

Figure 2 Map of Germany indicating the Rheinhessen location

Personal Notes:
Color is a medium Garnet, slightly brick
Definite smokiness
I am getting more fruit than I expected from the nose.
The smoke is more like a fire than a flavor
The fruit is more of a suggestion or flavor I can’t identify - a fruit that’s good.
Whatever fruit it was it was on fire
I have to go with black cherry –
Burnt, black cherry
In the finish I’m getting a sweetness actually quite good
Finish is really nice, there’s something sweet - it’s long and soft.
Yeah, I’m finding these Pinot Noirs to be less vegetal and stemmy that I think most American Pinot Noirs.
But they’re targeting French burgundy.

Grosses Gewächs Classification
The “Grand Cru” of dry German wines, or Grosses Gewächs [GROW-sus giv-VEX] are rare and hardly
leave Germany.
These finest of dry wines are labeled “Qualitätswein trocken” [kwa-lee-TETS-vine TRAW-ken], meaning
“very fine, and dry”.
In 2021, only 30% of these were exported.
The “GG” classification is chosen by the VDP organization, Verband Deutscher Prädikatsweingüter
[ver-BOND DOYT-cher preh-dee-KOTS-vine-goo-tar]
In 2020 only about 30% of the 612 GGs produced were 2019 reds.10 (Reds are classified one year later).
Just below Grosses Gewächs is Grosse Lage [GROSE lah-guh], Best vineyards of Germany, where specific
growing areas are demarcated. This is the highest classification for sweet wines qualifying for labelling
as traditional Prädikats [preh-dee-KOTS]. More on this later.
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https://www.decanter.com/premium/german-grosses-gewachs-2021-releases-the-top-wines-465543/

Neiss 2018 Spätburgunder – Bockenheim

[From Weingut-Neiss.de]: Recommended serving temperature: 16°C (61° F)
VARIETY
Germany boasts 12,000 hectares of Pinot Noir, 1,600 of those planted in the Pfalz. This red grape from Burgundy is
counted among the world’s noble grapes, and one which is exceptionally demanding in terms of soil, climate and
tending by the grower.
VINIFICATION
Grapes for our Spätburgunder are selectively hand harvested. Aging takes place in previously filled barrique and
large wooden casks, where the wine matures for at least 12 months.
TASTING NOTES
Powerful berry aromas with juniper accents and an exceptional structure. 11
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https://www.weingut-neiss.de/en/weinpaesse/weinpass_ortsweine_spaetburgunder.pdf

Bockenheim Ortswein
The Bockenheim soils are notably good at absorbing both warmth and water. This, as well as the high
concentration of limestone, form the basis for the powerful minerality in the wines. As such, the climatic and
geological growing conditions in Bockenheim are truly opportune for the vines of our village wines. 12
What is “Ortswein”?
Ortswein is one of the VDP Classifications, just below Erste Lage.

Erste Lage
Just below the “Top Class” aforementioned VDP classification Grosse Lage is the classification Erste Lage [AIR-sta
LAH-guh], a “First-Class site”, characterized by distinctive history of consistent growing conditions, demonstrated
over a long period of time. Dry wines are simply labeled “Qualitätswein trocken”, and sweeter wines are labeled
with one of the traditional Prädikats, discussed later. However, there is also the requirement the must weight
meets or exceeds that of Spätlese, and that the harvesting is done by hand and that the yield is under 60
hectoliters per hectare (hl/ha). 13 Erste Lage is analogous to the French “Premiere Cru” and Grosse Lage to “Grand
Cru”.

Ortswein
Below Erste Lage is the VDP classification Ortswein (ORTS-vine), “Sourced from superior soils”. These are lesserestablished, but fertile vineyards planted with typical vines for the region and altitude, etc. The historical record of
success is not required, but the maximum yield is 75hl/ha. Again, dry wines are labeled “Qualitätswein trocken”,
and sweeter wines are labeled with one of the traditional Prädikats.

Gutswein
Finally, under Ortswein is Gutswein [GOOTS-vine] Good, entry-level wines up to VDP’s standards and tends to be
on historically sound wine growing land, in a designated VDP region.
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https://www.weingut-neiss.de/en/weinpaesse/weinpass_ortsweine_spaetburgunder.pdf
https://www.germanwineestates.com/understanding_german_wine_labels.htm#:~:text=German%20wine%20is
%20classified%20into,%2C%20Beerenauslese%2C%20Eiswein%20and%20Trockenbeerenauslese.
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Ziereisen 2018 Blauer Spätburgunder – Baden

This is labeled a Badischer Landwein [BOD-ish-ar LOND-vine], which is only one step higher than
Deutscher Wein, but is currently being used in protest, mainly in the Baden region recently, to the
restrictions and burden of the VPD classification, other than “Red Table Wine”. Therefore, to succeed
financially, the wine must stand on its own merit, and not rely on classification accolades. This fact is
borne out in the price, which is not in line with the (low) classification advertised.
The term “Blauer Spätburgunder” is synonymous with Spätburgunder – there is no distinction between
the terms. 14
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https://www.jancisrobinson.com/learn/grape-varieties/red/blauer-spatburgunder

Personal Notes:
Becky thinks the nose is smoky.
Color is garnet a bit darker than the first mentioned very much
Well that kind of explodes in your mouth.
OK I don’t know how much smoke – it’s like smoked meat.
Very different - is it like a Pinot Noir? No.
I think there’s a light flavor mild acidity definitely fruity but hard to define and something like smoked
meat.
Becky says it’s not the stemmy thing Pinots usually have.
The finish is long and complex as is the pallet.
Overall I would call the characteristic “austere“
Becky‘s friend said that these vines were brought from by the Romans to Germany with that intent austere
https://www.weingut-greiner.com/Erlebnisse/Auszeichnungen-Empfehlungen/Jancis-Robinson-aboutBadischer-Landwein-The-wine-worlds-upstarts-and-outsiders::30.html

On Ziereisen:
Jancis Robinson about Badischer Landwein - The wine world’s upstarts and outsiders
Experimental winemakers are abandoning traditional, restrictive appellations
May 17, 2019 - Financial Times
"At the end of last month, I discovered how a group of producers in Baden, in south-west Germany, are
reacting to what they see as overbearing restrictions. To qualify as Qualitätswein, their wines have to be
accepted as typical of their geographical provenance and winemaking traditions.
Yet so many here want to explore non-conventional grapes and winemaking methods that a substantial
proportion of the most interesting Baden wine is now sold as Landwein. Theoretically, Landwein has
lower status than Qualitätswein but, judging by last month’s Landweinmarkt in the town of Müllheim,
south of Freiburg, it is in considerable demand.
Hanspeter Ziereisen, a woodworker and asparagus farmer turned winemaker, has become a bit of a
ringleader; his wife Edel is the major organiser of the Landweinmarkt. The event was inspired by
Ziereisen’s frustration at being excluded from official wine events, despite making wine that he feels is
better than many conventional competitors’.
Edel told me that her husband slumped into a three-month depression when his 2004 Steingrüble
Gutedel — treated to a long, slow, enriching fermentation with indigenous, not added, cultured yeast —
was first rejected as a Qualitätswein because it was judged too unlike its more neutral counterparts.
The Ziereisens then asked their distributors about the likely impact of their wines losing the
Qualitätswein designation and found that they were all perfectly happy to sell them as Landwein.
A total of 22 producers from all over Baden participated in the Landweinmarkt. Many of the most
interesting wines were Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir), Grauburgunder (Pinot Gris), Chardonnay and the
convincing local speciality Gutedel (Chasselas), but there were also Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc, Syrah and

the hybrids Cabernet Blanc and Souvignier — by no means all sanctioned by local rules for
Qualitätswein. Too few of them are exported so far but they are far from inferior."

On Landwein
“Table wine includes the designations Deutscher Wein (previously Tafelwein)
and Landwein.[8] Unlike the supposed equivalents of "Vin de Table" / "Vino da Tavola" and
"Indicazione Geografica Tipica" / "Vin de Pays", production levels are not high, and these wines are
typically exported to the United States.”

Lovely Lilly 2020 Pinot Noir

This wine came recommended to us by our online acquaintance Ullrich Thomann. But is difficult to
get information on yet appears to be one of the most widely available, well-reviewed and very
popular. The internet finds this wine supposedly made by Shelter Winery, yet no such mention of this
is actually on the label. The website www.Lovely-Lilly.com is effectively a dead end, although it does
exist, and depicts artwork of the dog sleeping. Nevertheless, vendors and reviewers rave about this
wine, and while we have no notes from our personal tasting, we felt it made the cut handily.

Prädikats
Prädikatswein [preh-dee-KOTS-vine] has the distinction of having a superior quality, primarily by the
natural sugar content of the pressed juice, or must. These wines may not be chaptalized, as is often used
with Qualitätswein, where sugar is added to increase alcohol. These add extra burdens – and merits to
tested and qualified wines. These must be produced in one of the 39 subregions, but only list the region.
Prädikats of the VDP.Grosse Lage classification:
•

Kabinett [cah-bin-ETT]
o

Light wines made of fully ripe grapes, must-weight
minimum 70°Oe (see sidebar)

•

Spätlese [SHPET-lay-suh]

•

Auslese [OWSE-lay-suh]

o
o

•

Harvest of individually selected, overripe berries - 120°Oe

Eiswein [ICE-vine]
o

•

Harvest of selected, very ripe bunches - 90°Oe

Beerenauslese (BA) [BEARD-en-OWSE-lay-suh]
o

•

Literally means late harvest - 80°Oe

harvested and pressed while frozen - 120°Oe

Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA)
[TRAW-ken-BEARD-en-OWSE-lay-suh]
o

selected berries that are overripe and dried up on the
vine almost to raisins - 150°Oe15

The must weight is measured in
degrees Oechsle [pr. EX-lay]
(abbreviated ° Oe); named after its
inventor, Ferdinand Oechsle, and
denotes the weight ratio of one liter
of must to one liter of water at 20 °
C, i.e. the density or the specific
weight of a must. For example, if the
weight ratio is 1.076, it is a must
with 76 degrees Oechsle. The must
weight primarily results from the
sugar content, from which the later
alcohol content in the wine can be
derived. For example, a must with 90
° Oe contains 209 grams of sugar per
liter, which after fermentation gives
12 to 13 % alcohol by volume in the
wine.

In the 1820s, Oechsle and his son began to develop must scales (spindles) with graduation
according to the hydrometric principle. Such devices had already existed in various designs for
250 years, but Oechsle was the first to develop a practically applicable graduation on the
spindles and to produce these devices in series from the 1830s onwards. His insight or claim
was that by determining the must weight (measurement of the sugar content in the grape
must) it should be possible to better predict the development of the wine to be vinified. The
unit of measurement "Oe" (Oechsle), named after him, is used today mainly in Germany,
Switzerland, Liechtenstein and Luxembourg.16

Figure 3 Ferdinand Oechsle (left) Hydrometer (right)

Can You Taste The Pfalz In These Wines?
The next three wines are all from the Pfalz region, and are marketed not as “Spätburgunder”, but as “Pinot Noir”.
Compare these to determine any qualitative distinctions between them.
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https://www.germanwineestates.com/understanding_german_wine_labels.htm#:~:text=German%20wine%20is
%20classified%20into,%2C%20Beerenauslese%2C%20Eiswein%20and%20Trockenbeerenauslese.
16
https://glossary.wein.plus/oechsle-christian-ferdinand

Villa Wolf 2020 Pinot Noir – Pfalz

[From the winery]:
“Villa Wolf Pinot Noir
A fine Pinot Noir full of character, characterized by the mild climate and the warm mineral soils of the
Pfalz. A long aging, partly in small oak barrels, gives it the typical Burgundian elegance and silkiness.
Paired with a wonderful fruit aroma, it becomes a smooth food companion.”17
Villa Wolf also makes a Spätburgunder, seen on their website (at right), but we could not locate it. It
would have been interesting to compare, side-by-side. But for a large part, the designation of
“Spätburgunder” vs. “Pinot Noir” is most likely marketing: who is the buyer. Local Germans may be
more comfortable with “Spätburgunder” and certainly France, and the U.S. would be familiar with
“Pinot Noir”. First impressions count - presentation is everything.
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https://villawolf.com/en/unsere-weine/rebsortenweine/

Palatinate (aka Pfalz) Wine Region
The Palatinate wine region overlaps with, but is not coextensive with, the traditional German region of Palatinate,
making up only 5% of its area. The wine region is an 80 km (50 mi) stretch situated under the lee of the Palatinate
Forest on the Haardt Mountains, a continuation of Alsace's Vosges Mountains. Its climate is much like that of
Alsace (France) in the south or Baden (Germany) in the east; and it is one of the warmest, sunniest and driest of
German wine regions, with only parts of Baden (the only Zone B region in Germany), such as the Kaiserstuhl, being
warmer. The vineyards are planted on a mixture of sandstone and volcanic soil.18
Pfalz was cultivated this region for winemaking in the 1st century, AD. They brought vines from Italy and France
along with the techniques required.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palatinate_(wine_region)

Friedrich Becker 2019 Pinot Noir - Pfalz

[From their website]:
“Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir).
He was from the beginning our main interest. And our ambition. Because the terroir and two excellent
locations are ideal for this variety with powerful limestone soil. As evidenced by the results. Our Pinots
are very concentrated, have firm ripe tannins and combine fine elegance with a wide range of red fruit
flavors. For many years, they are among the best Burgundy wines of Germany. This outstanding quality
we owe much reputation and rank.”
Online reviews [www.Vivino.com]19:
“Strawberry jam, forest strawberries and cranberries, and signature German Spät pickled cucumbers
spices aftertaste. Decent 3.8” - Vladimir
“Dry Pinot Noir from Germany, pepper, wild berries, smoke, rubber. Not the tastiest PN I’ve tried”
-

Hilda

“[on 2017 PN] Pale ruby red colour. Lovely pronounced fruity nose with a lot of roses, strawberries,
raspberries, vanilla, herbs and cherries . Dry Sweetness, medium/high acidity, medium tannins, medium
19

https://www.vivino.com/US/en/friedrich-becker-pinot-noir/w/8380239

alcohol and body. Pronounced mouthfilling intensity palate from summerfresh strawberries, raspberries,
herbs, vanilla, liqorice and wood. Lasting long finish and overall very good Quality! Impressive Pinot noir!
Very easy to sip on with HIGH drinkability!”
-

Fredrik

Personal Notes:
Somewhat dark in color good garnet bronze edges. Screw cap no cork.
Smell something on a farm. I think this has a big nose.
I get leather and yes, the complex thing like urea or something on a farm like fertilizer.
It’s a really fun nose and very aromatic somehow in the in the bottom of your nose. I think that’s
because it’s a strong although almost like some kind of - I’m not gonna say pine, but some kind of
evergreen a little bit. OK that might be turpine.
I like the finish and I like the softness of this one I consider to be soft, even though it has an edge.
I’m getting tannin, but it’s so soft. I think this one should definitely be in the mix
This is not simple it is more complex - again dark berries.
It has quite a long finish, I would say more like yew or something like that. Not pine, not as in-your-face,
primarily the softer conifers.

Dryness
•
•
•
•

•

Trocken
o A dry wine without noticeable sweetness. <9g/l residual sugar.
Halbtrocken
o Semi dry (Halb = Half, Trocken = Dry) < 18g/l. Still referred to as dry.
Classic
o Labels bear the Classic logo next to the variety, and region is listed.
Selection
o Grapes must originate from a single vineyard, harvested by hand,
o Both Classic and Selection are similar to Halbtrocken sweetness
Sweetness Designations Assumed
o Spätlese
o Auslese
o Beerenauslese
o Trockenbeerenauslese
o Let it be understood that, if one of the designations above is not printed, the wine is
likely quite sweet.

Messmer 2018 Pinot Noir - Pfalz

[From talkingwines.co.uk]:20
“Messmer Pinot Noir Spatburgunder is a soft, complex Pinot Noir from this small family producer in Pfalz.
Flavours of red berries, especially cranberries, with savoury notes and earthy hints of forest floor.”

Personal Notes:
So this goes back to the leather and smoke
There is some fruit
The color is medium Garnet slightly brick

20

https://talkingwines.co.uk/products/messmer-pinot-noir-spatburgunder

I get a fruit and trouble naming it I’m gonna say strawberry again but I’m also going to say that I’m
finding a real commonality between the flavors of profiles of of these wines.
I think more of a commonality than one finds in American made [wines].
I think tasted side by side this wine and the first one we tasted, I think side-by-side should have a really
hard time distinguishing one from the other if you were to get another glass them and pour them sideby-side.
OK maybe not strawberry, plum.
So the finish is less long I think, than the last one but it’s pleasant.
Is there a little more tannin in this one then the last one
Good long finish, fruity but hard to define - very pleasant

Wrapping Up
I hope you have enjoyed and learned something from this presentation.
Excess wines will be for sale at our costs.
The presentation materials, and more, are available online.
We have one more Pfalz runner-up that came off as so unique we couldn’t stop talking about it. But it
was so uncharacteristic that we just decided to bring one bottle for the curious, and ourselves to taste
again. On us, of course.
PROST!
Prost 2019 Pinot Noir Pfalz

Personal Notes:
Color is more dark, almost no brick.
I don’t know what I’m getting. It’s OK is this faulted? I don’t think so.
Very different, wow. OK I’m getting a fruit but it’s almost like red delicious apple.
Black cherry and boysenberry. Flavors are concentrated - full body.
Bright Pinot Noir soft tannin. Forward in fruit it’s a juicy one.
Licorice and violet.
Long finish, intriguing wine
Lots of complexity.
Winemaker: “easy open style with luscious dark fruit shining through complemented by find Coco
tannins enjoy with pasta, pizza as well as barbecue.”

Appendix
Extra Fun
https://youtu.be/2ny6IDK4up8
“Must Be Seduktion” – Big Swanky & Dr. Hans
A Parody Riesling Promotion

https://youtu.be/c9yyzkx5g78
“How to pronounce German Wine” – Wines of Germany –
germanwines.de

https://youtu.be/1b308qYOxtM?t=103
“Jancis Robinson talks about the wines of Germany”

Wines That Didn’t Make The Cut
Wittmann Spätburgunder - Rheinhessen

Personal Notes
This is really showing up well now even after all.
I’m baffled by this nose thing it’s almost like stone, literally wet stone, concrete, but with a little
soap. It’s very much like Westtown[?]
I didn’t get that the first time at all. You don’t get that?
I don’t like wet concrete
right
Well I think I dislike this more, this isn’t great but this is not working much for me
I mean it has a characteristic that I couldn’t tell before.
Not much of a bonus maybe something approaching a barnyard fan but it’s real subtle it’s not
even in your face.
After it rested under Vacuvin several days, I enjoyed it later, and it had opened up quite a bit,
filling out nicely.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 2018 Pinot Noir - Mosel

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler PN 2020
(Comp to 2018)

Personal Notes
A couple shades lighter in color a bit more magenta
Some slight sulfur but more fruit
Finish is about the same
Becky thought it reminded of cherry, definitely more fruit, lighter.
Well, it’s 2018 so going on four years just starting to look a little brick in the color For me it’s
working identifiable fruit.
The first thing I get on the nose is smoke and leather something like cherry not strong
Yeah, it is difficult to pinpoint marked characteristic
There is some tannin but not a lot of fruit
Black raspberry not like cherry it’s different
it’s got a fair finish but again it’s mostly smoke mild tannin in the finish

A.Christmann 2018 Spätburgunder - Pfalz

Personal Notes
I got woodiness on the nose not a lot of fruit
Becky got stemmy and not a lot of fruit on the nose.
Becky says it does not have enough tannin to last long time should be drunk now

My opinion is the acidity is kind of high so probably paired with food a bit thin on mouth feel
more fruit dark berries
Becky thought it was characteristic Pinot Noir nose.
I find the finish medium in length but a bit acidic, almost astringent

A. Christmann 2018 Spätburgunder - Pfalz Revisited
Color fairly dark slight browning on the edge slightly
I got a slight amount of cigarbox or cedar
Something old and musty
Very little fruit, something like pepper but not distinctly black pepper
Becky likes it even though it’s not particularly acidic nor Tannic
Finish is fairly long with sensations of unripe banana
Becky describes the finish as soft tannins

Dautel 2020 PN (no photo)
Personal Notes
Original magenta fairly dark typical
Smoke and leather on the nose
Somewhat acidic on the pallet not a huge amount of fruit Becky does not agree: I think I saw the
natural A little bit of vegetal but I’m getting strawberries kind of I find the slight tartness almost
pushing toward cranberry and finishes medium slight Tannic

3-wine showdown:
Geil, Messmer, Prost
So we have all three wines: Geil, Messmer, Prost.
OK looking at the three the one that I can’t pronounce, the Messmer is much brighter and more
clean looking in the glass if that means anything,
OK I’m gonna start the Geil
Sip The Messmer take a little sip
Well I need to wait because the Geil’s having a long finish and I don’t wanna stand for that finish
It’s a very tasty finish and is pleasant on the tongue. There’s nothing off you know, it’s not
heavily weighted tannins or acid or anything to me say all I need to wash is the way it is a
pleasant finish

The Messmer does have more of the vegetal qualities of the Pinot Noirs that I’m used to than
the Geil. Taste of them side-by-side. I wouldn’t have thought that tasting them separately, but
now that I taste them side-by-side this one’s much more vegetal than the Messmer.
The Messmer has much less fruit on the finish it’s not a pleasant finish it’s just doesn’t have the
amount of fruit on the finish of the Geil
Going to the Prost which is the one that I’m trying to make the case for so we’ll see what
happens here. The Prost doesn’t have, in my opinion, a lot of Pinot Noir characteristics.
It makes it a more approachable wine to me but in the second tasting next to the other two
right away there might be something offputting about the way that the fruit is reading this time.
Finish?
No not the finish
It does not have as long as a finish as the other two
Find me tasting Gallo first
Definitely clear pleasant smokiness on the nose, strawberry I think was mentioned before.
I get now some tartness, very fruity long finish very low tannans but more tightness in the finish.
Messmer smoke and agreed vegetal almost like cut weeds less fruit but a low lying sweetness.
Finish is medium and fruity but hard to distinguish
Prost strange fruity nose
Almost like bad candy - they said licorice
While I want to say complex I also want to say confusing
The finish is light, soft.

